Spelling ‘can do’ worksheets

s1 key skill – I can spell one-syllable CVC words correctly
The 21 consonant letters in the English alphabet are B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, L, M,
N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, X, Z, and usually W and Y.
The vowel letters are A, E, I, O, U.
Consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words are word which begin and end with
one consonant letter and have a vowel letter in the middle.
For example:

=

c-a-t

Look at the images, which represent common CVC words. Write the three
letter CVC word under the picture.

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___

___
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s2 key skill – I can spell one syllable 4-letter words correctly
Syllables are the ‘building blocks’ of words. Longer words can be broken down
into syllables to help spelling.
A letter does not make a syllable. Syllables can contain from 1 to 9 letters
(screeched).
Look at these one syllable 4-letter words depicted in the images. Write the
4-letter word under the picture.

____

____

____

____

____

____

____

____

____
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s3 key skill – I can put the letters within words in the correct order
In order to spell correctly, you must remember not only the letters which
make up a word, but also the order the letters are in. So words like ‘tiem’
should be spelled time, or words like ‘chidl’ have the last letters in the wrong
order and should be spelled child.
Read through the passage, which contains 10 words which have been
misspelt because the two letters have been put in the wrong order. Circle
the 10 words which have been spelled incorrectly and write the correct
spelling of all 10 words underneath.
Harry woke early the netx morning. Although he could tell it was
daylight, he kept his eyes shut tihgt.
‘It was a dream,’ he told himself firmly. ‘I dreamed a giant called
Hagrid came to tell me I was going to a shcool for wizards. When I open
my eyes I’ll be home in my cupboard.’
There was a sudden loud tapping noies.
‘And there’s Aunt Petunia knokcing on the door,’ Harry thought, his
haert sinking. But he still didn’t open his eyes. It had been such a good
dream...
Tap. Tap. Tap
‘All right,’ Harry mumblde, I’m getting up.’
He sat up and Hagrid’s heavy coat fell off him. The hut was full of
sunlight, the storm was oevr, Hagrid himself was aslepe on the collapsed
sofa and theer was an owl rapping its claw on the window, a newspaper
held in its beak.
1. ___________________________________

6. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________

7. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________

8. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________

9. ___________________________________

5. ___________________________________

10. __________________________________
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s4 key skill – I can spell words which contain the magic ‘e’ correctly
Read these pair of words out loud: hat/hate, pet/Pete, rid/ride, us/use.
 Did you notice the pronunciation/the vowel sound in the second word
was longer?
When we add an 'e' to the end of a lot of words, especially short vowel sound
words, it changes the sound and meaning. It makes the vowel sound long and
say its alphabet name:
"a = ay," "e = ee," "i = eye," "o = oh," " u - you" (hat/hate, rid/ride, cod/code).
This silent 'e' is magic! It changes the sound and meaning of words but
remains silent.
Look at these sentences containing words which may or may not need the
magic ‘e’. Decide whether or not to add the magic ‘e’ to the end of the
sentence:

1. There was only on__ sweet left on__ the table.
2. The teacher gave us__ a pencil sharpener to us__.
3. I hat__ wearing my hat__ in the winter.
4. John had to put tap__ around the bath tap__ to prevent it
from falling off.
5. Jane at__ her lunch at__ the canteen.
6. My mat__ Bob sat quietly on the mat__.
7. There was nowhere to sit__ on the campsit__.
8. Superman’s cap__ didn’t match his flat cap__!
9. He wasn’t quit__ ready to quit__ his job just yet.
10.

They always win__ win__ in the pub quiz.
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s5 key skill – I can spell words that contain a silent letter correctly
Many common words contain letters which are not pronounced but must be
included when written down.
Look at these one-syllable words depicted in the images. Write the silent
letter under the picture.

bom_

_nife

si_n

½
t h u m_ h a _ f

_nit

g_ost w_ale

_rite
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s6 key skill – I can use double letters in words.
Many of the most frequently-misspelled words in English are misspelled by
leaving out a letter. Others are misspelled because we think a letter should be
doubled, so we put in an extra one. It might be useful to organize these
frequently-misspelled words into three categories:
1. words with double letters that we spell with too few letters.
2. words that don’t have double letters, but we want to add them.
3. words that have double letters, but not as many as you may think.
Look at these words which have been misspelt. Decide whether the spelling
mistake is as a result of (1), (2) or (3), and write the circle that number. Then
try and write the word correctly using the category to help you:
1. mispell

1

2

3

______________________

2. sucess

1

2

3

______________________

3. finnally

1

2

3

______________________

4. prefferable

1

2

3

______________________

5. embarass

1

2

3

______________________

6. dissappear

1

2

3

______________________

7. proceedure

1

2

3

______________________

8. paralel

1

2

3

______________________

9. tommorrow

1

2

3

______________________

10. posession

1

2

3

______________________
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s7 key skill – I can spell words which contain a diphthong correctly.
A diphthong is when two vowel sounds are put next to each other in a syllable.
When spelling words with diphthongs, you must be aware that there is usually
more than one way to spell the diphthong sound.
Look at the diphthong table below and put the words into the correct box in
the table. An example of each diphthong has been done to show you the
sound being represented.
deer
fight
owl

bare
boy
eye

cure

day
go
poor

say

pie

coin

hear

chair

out

tour

slow
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s8 key skill – I can spell consonant sounds which have different spellings
Many consonant sounds in the English language also have more than one
spelling. For example the ‘f’ sound can be written as an ‘f’, as in the word
‘fish’. However, it can also be written using the letters ‘ph’ as in ‘phone’.
Look at the different ways these consonant sounds can be spelled and put
the letters into each word in brackets to give an example:

 The /f/ sound can also be spelled using the letters:
ph (_ _ one) ff (cu _ _ links) or ugh (co _ _ _).
 The /g/ sound can also be spelled using the letters:
gg (e _ _), gh (_ _ ost), gu (_ _ ard) or gue (ton _ _ _).
 The /j/ sound can also be spelled using the letters:
g (_ iraffe), dj (a _ _ ective) or ge (chan _ _)
 The /k/ sound can also be spelled using the letters:
cc (so _ _ er) or ch (s _ _ ool)
 The /m/ sound can also be spelled using the letters:
mb (thu _ _), me (co _ _), mm (co _ _ a), mn (autu _ _)
 The /n/ sound can also be spelled using the letters:
ne (go _ _), kn ( _ _ ow ), nn (fla _ _ el)
 The /s/ sound can also be spelled using the letters:
c (_ ity), ce (di _ _), sc (_ _ ience), se (hou _ _), ss (gla _ _),
st (hu _ _ le)
 The /z/ sound can also be spelled using the letters:
s (hi _), se (lo _ _), ss (de _ _ ert), ze (si _ _) zz (fi _ _)
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s9 key skill – I can correctly spell words which are homophones
A homophone is a word which is pronounced the same as another word(s) but
has a different meaning. Often, these words are spelled differently.
Look at these sentences containing words which have had the homophones
removed. Decide which homophone should go where in the sentence:

1. Tom didn’t even _____ how to say “_____” in Spanish.
(know, no)
2. Susan _____ the _____ book in 20 minutes. (read, red)
3. I have never _____ a fan of baked _____s on toast. (bean,
been)
4. He couldn’t decide _____ of the _____es was the scariest.
(which, witch)
5. They could _____ the _____ from the hotel window. (sea, see)
6. Fred was very _____ after his surgery the previous _____.
(weak, week)
7. _____ are the dresses I wanted to _____? (wear, where)
8. The man’s _____ had sunburn from being in the _____ too
long. (son, sun)
9. Jack _____ _____ out of 5 matches in the heats. (one, won)
10.

It was _____ expensive _____ buy _____, so I just bought

one. (to, too, two)
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s10 key skill – I can correctly spell words which are homophones of
contractions
A contraction is the shortened version of written and spoken forms of a word,
where letters are left out and replaced with an apostrophe. Many of these
contractions are homophones.
Look at these homophones and write them in the correct place in the
sentence:

1. _____ wrong! That’s not _____ bag.

(your, you’re)

2. _____ book the bicycle which doesn’t have a broken _____
(we’ll, wheel)
3. _____ a real shame that it broke _____ leg in the race. (its, it’s)
4. _____ need to get a cobbler to repair the _____ of his shoe.
(heel, he’ll)
5. Of course _____ walk you down the _____ if your father won’t
do it. (aisle, I’ll)
6. _____ going to tell me _____ writing this is? (who’s, whose)
7. _____ just have to wait until Christmas to buy a _____ log.
(you’ll, yule)
8. _____ spend all afternoon pulling _____s from the garden.
(we’d, weed)
9. _____ never _____ my advice and was always doing the
opposite to what I told him. (he’d, heed)
10.

_____ gathered over _____ to celebrate _____

graduation. (their, there, they’re)
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s11 key skill – I can correctly spell words which have prefixes
Prefixes are letters added to the beginning of words. They often provide a clue
to the meaning of a word or can change the meaning of the word in some way
(giving the word an opposite meaning).
Look at sentences below and choose the correct prefix from the box to use
with the word in brackets:

over-

unsemi-

im-

ildis-

de-

reir-

pre-

1. Half a circle is called a __________ (circle).
2. Buying a lottery ticket under the age of 16 is __________
(legal).
3. Before the age of 5, children can go to __________
(school).
4. Calling people names is __________ (kind).
5. You must __________ (frost) the food before cooking.
6. Tom Cruise starred in Mission __________ (possible).
7. The outer lane of the motorway is for __________
(taking).
8. I had to __________ (agree) with his comments.
9. It was __________ (responsible) of him to leave the
babies __________ (attended).
10.

She __________ (wrote) her essay neatly.
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s12 key skill – I can correctly spell words which have a –ed or -ing suffix
In one-syllable words – when a short vowel is followed by one consonant you
must double the last letter and add –ed or –ing (drop > dropped > dropping).
If a short vowel is followed by two or more consonants the last consonant is
not doubled before adding –ed or –ing (jump > jumped > jumping)
Look at the verbs below and add –ed and –ing to them in the boxes.

-ed

-ing

1. start
2. rest
3. grab
4. hug
5. kick
6. shop
7. beg
8. mix
9. plan
10.

end
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s13 key skill – I can correctly spell adverbs ending in –ly
o The basic rule for forming adverbs is to add –ly to the end of the
adjective.
o If the adjective has 2 syllables and ends in –y, you have to change the
ending to –ily.
o If the adjective ends with a consonant followed by –le, change the –e for
a –y.
o Some adjectives already end in –ly so cannot be changed into adverbs.
Change these adjectives in to adverbs using the rules above:

1. quick =
2. happy =
3. terrible =
4. hungry =
5. sudden =
6. lazy =
7. horrible =
8. incredible =
9. straightforward =
10.

friendly =
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s14 key skill – I can correctly spell the noun form of common adjectives
There are a number of ways to change adjectives into nouns and these noun
forms are often misspelled.
o Some nouns are made by adding –ness to the end (If the adjective ends
in -y change to -iness).
o Some nouns are made by adding –ity to the end (-e at the end of the
adjective is removed).
o Some nouns are made by clipping letters off the end of the adjective.
o Sometimes the adjectives will need to be clipped and tweaked.
Try and change these commonly used adjectives into their noun forms by
changing their endings:

1. tired =
2. able =
3. beautiful =
4. happy =
5. legal =
6. independent
7. sloppy =
8. curious =
9. traumatic =
10.

angry =
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s15 key skill – I can correctly spell the contractions could’ve, might’ve,
would’ve
In English the modal verbs could, would, might and should are often
misspelled. This is because, when spoken, the contraction is pronounced of.
Look at these examples of misspelled contractions taken from famous
novels. Spot the mistake in each example and correct it.

1. “That sure could of been true,” says the clerk at the city store.
2. Yorkin cringed. “Me. Pierce told me to clip him. I shouldn’t of
done it by the drop.”
3. “I’d of thought Mrs Herman was the last person in the world
to—”
4. “She must of really gotten knocked out.”
5. It would of done no good gettin’ somebody else to scratch it
for me because that was a sin as well.
6. ‘Oh Miss, oh Miss,’ he moaned, rubbing his leg. ‘You shouldn’t
of done that, you shouldn’t, you really shouldn’t.’
7. ‘Must of had a heart attack or something!?’
8. ‘The other vics probably would have lived if Lewin hadn’t of
made that play.’
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s16 key skill – I can correctly spell words by breaking them down into
syllables
When trying to spell multi-syllable words, it is a good idea to try and break the
word down into syllables to help with the spelling of those words. For
example, the word investigate can be broken down into the syllables in-vest-igate which uses a combination of three easier-to-spell words and the letter i.
Look at the pictures and write the three-syllable words in the grid - breaking
them down into syllables (as in the example above).

1st syllable

2nd syllable

3rd syllable

1st syllable

2nd syllable

3rd syllable

1st syllable

2nd syllable

3rd syllable

1st syllable

2nd syllable

3rd syllable

1st syllable

2nd syllable

3rd syllable
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s17 key skill – I can correctly spell words by adding a prefix and a suffix
Base words can have both prefixes added to the start of the word (usually to
change the meaning of the word) and suffixes added at the end of the word
(usually to change the form).
Look at these base words and change them by adding the appropriate prefix
and suffix:

 not

 noun form

 not

 adverb

 before

 adjective

 do again

 noun

 against

 adjective

friendly (adj)

legal (adj)

history (n)

draft (v)

bacteria (n)
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s18 key skill – I can correctly spell irregularly spelled words
In the English language, you will inevitably come across words which do not
follow the rules of spelling, are not phonetic (pronounced as they are written)
and use irregular spelling.
Let’s look at the following question prompts and see whether you can spell
the irregularly spelled words correctly:

1. The day after Tuesday but before Thursday is W____________.
2. If something is important and you need it then it is what?
n___________________________________________
3. In a wedding, the bride usually walks up the a____________.
4. The Prime Minister is the leader of the g_______________.
5. Chemists, biologists and physicians are all s______________.
6. A g________ is a small ornamental figure which lives in the
garden.
7. Global warming is bad for the e_____________________.
8. Hotels, youth hostels and campsites are all types of
a_________________.
9. Remembrance day is a day to honour s______________.
10.

‘Boom’, ‘Splash’ and ‘Woosh’ are all examples of

o__________________.
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